Learning Styles Profile

Discipline _________________________________

Please place a check mark beside the activities which describe you best.

______ Love to talk
______ Love to listen
______ Often talk to myself
______ Like to read aloud
______ Use my finger to follow along while reading
______ Put my head near my work
______ Do not do well with charts/or graphs
______ Can not use maps, need oral direction
______ Do not do well with symbols
______ Remember things heard
______ Ignore verbal directions
______ Ask for repeated directions
______ Look to see what others are doing
______ Turn radio or T.V. up loud
______ Very good speller
______ Write a lot of notes
______ Watch speaker's mouth
______ Do well with maps/charts/or graphs
______ Need map, get lost with oral directions
______ Enjoy looking at pictures
______ Find myself rocking in chair
______ Shake leg when seated
______ 'Fidgety' with pen, paper etc.
______ Enjoy taking things apart/putting things together
______ Pace up and down
______ Talk fast, using hands
______ Tend to interrupt people
______ Need to feel, touch things to believe (do not trust eyes and ears only)
______ Like to participate in activities towards learning
______ Considered to be hyperactive
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